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   Department of Electrical and Electronics Engineering in association with ED 

Cell and IIIC organized A Expert lecture on “Innovation and Entrepreneurship ” 

on 29.04.2022 at 11 to 12 PM in Mechanical seminar hall around 120 students 

participated in this event. 

  Dr.Venkat korada Founder, Symmeteric systems LLC, Tirupati, was the 

session speaker. Mr.V.Karthikeyan assistant professor EEE welcomed the participants 

for the event. Introduced the speaker with profile and achievements. Then session 

handed over to the speaker. 

  Dr.Venkat korada speaker of the session started to deliver his expert talk 

around 120 participants were in the session. he was started with importance of 

Innovation and Entrepreneurship. The main motto of the conduction of this one 

day expert lecture was to impart and share the knowledge to the every one through 

the Industrial expert and to fill the gap between academic and industrial expertise to 

know what skills exactly students need 

 

Students were listening to the session actively to learn about importance of 

innovation and how to develop entrepreneurship skills. Session went very well he has 



explained the recent statistics of job skills in market initiated everyone to start linked 

in profile and update their knowledge communication skills presentation skills etc. 

FEW GLANCES OF SESSION  

 

Speaker Explaining About importance of Enterpreneurship  

    He has explained to students which sector has been high demand in future 

and challenges to be faced by the students in technologies. Also he has given 

real time examples and case studies how we should develop our entrepreneur 

skills. 



             

 

   . 

Outcomes of the Expert Lecture: 

➢  Students able to learn skills demand in industries. 

➢  What are the areas students has to focus to enrich his/her knowledge 

towards career. 

➢  Students learnt how entrepreneurship skills important in future  

➢  The Expert lecture aimed to impart knowledge on various skills, and Finally 

Speaker given some hints and suggestions to students to show case their skills. 

Dr.Vishnu varadhan Naidu Co-ordinator ED cell concluded the session and 

addressed the students by highlighting important points said by the expert 

during lecture. 

 



   

 

Details of Speaker : 

Dr.Venkat korada 

Technologist and Entrepreneur , 

Founder ,Symmetric LLC,Tirupati 

          

Convener: 

         Mr.V.Karthikeyan 

              Assistant professor/EEE 
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